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10 years of Higgs property measurements: 2

04 July 2022: CERN celebrated its 10th 
anniversary of the Higgs boson 
discovery announcement.

From J. Ellis et. al. 1976 [paper] on the 
phenomenological profile of the Higgs boson:

Mass of the Higgs boson 

Width of the Higgs 

Spin and Charge-Parity (CP) state of the Higgs

1.

2.

3.

Today: Overview of current Higgs property measurements:
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CERN

https://cds.cern.ch/record/874049/files/CM-P00061607.pdf


Mass

1. 

mH



The missing piece of the puzzle:

Does the Higgs behave as expected by the SM? 

Why measure the Higgs mass?  
Not predicted by the theory! 

- Higgs couplings to SM parUcles are completely defined by the mass.  
- Shape of the Higgs poten3al fully known in the theory, once the  and 
   have been determined.  

vev
mH

How to measure the mass: 
Precision:  and  ,  = electron ( ) or muon ( ) 
Despite low BR for each, profit from clean detector signature.  
Precision greatly impacted by both staUsUcs and experimental systemaUcs. 

-> Require extremely good calibraUon of  energy scale,  energy resoluUon,  energy scale,  momentum scale, etc.

H → ZZ* → 4ℓ H → γγ ℓ e μ

γ γ e μ

ℒ ⊂ V(ϕ) = V0 +
1
2

m2
HH2 + λνH3 +

1
4

λH4
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Latest  mass measurement:H → γγ 5

 (36.1 ] ): H → γγ −1

 decay channel: extremely low cross-secDon, but very clean signature.  
Dominant backgrounds: SM  producUon, +jet, di-jet.
γγ

γγ γ
Phys. Leb. B 784 (2018) 345

mγγ
H = 124.93 ± 0.21 (stat) ± 0.40 (sys) GeV
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- Uncertainty dominated by 
experimental systemaUcs. 
- Two leading sources of 
experimental systemaUcs are 
related to calibraUng the EM 
calorimeter: (250) MeV𝒪

Signal Backgrounds

https://arxiv.org/abs/1806.00242
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Evolution of mass measurement:
New

Measurement of the Higgs Boson mass has come a long way since the 2012 Higgs discovery! 

✓ More staUsUcs (30x) 
✓ Beber understanding of the dominant backgrounds. 
✓ Significant reducUon in systemaUc uncertainUes. 
✓ Improved analysis techniques.

Physics Lebers B 716 1 (2012) 1-29 arXiv:2207.0032

Signal 
peak!
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https://arxiv.org/pdf/1207.7214.pdf
https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.00320


arXiv:2207.0032

Latest  mass result:H → ZZ* → 4ℓ
In this channel: larger dataset + improved experimental techniques + more precise lepton calibraUon. 
Improvements since 36 ]  analysis: 

 Factor 2 reducUon in staUsUcal uncertainty 
  20% reducUon on systemaUc uncertainty relaUve to previous Run 2 publicaUon

−1

⇒
⇒ ∼

New

Size of leading systemaUcs:

Analysis improvements:  
1. New deep neural network (DNN) for S/B discriminaUon 

2. Improved  calibraUon.  

3. Per event, , 
resoluUon esUmate! 

pμ
T
σi

2.1 GeV for 
2e2µ and 4e events
σi ∼

1.5 GeV for 
4µ and 2µ2e 
events

σi ∼

7
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.00320


Latest  mass result:H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

 88% improvement 
compared to 
∼

mH→ZZ, RunI
H

 full Run 2 dataset (139 ] ): H → ZZ* → 4ℓ −1

mZZ
H = 124.99 ± 0.18 (stat) ± 0.04 (sys) GeV

New
arXiv:2207.0032

mZZ
H = 124.94 ± 0.17 (stat) ± 0.03 (sys) GeV

 combinaUon of Run 1 and Run 2 datasets: H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

This  result is one of the most precise 
measurements of the LHC scienUfic program!

mH

Simultaneous fit for all decay channels.

8
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0.14% uncertainty 
on !mH

Strongly stat 
error limited

https://arxiv.org/abs/2207.00320


Width

2. 

ΓH



Contains informaDon about the interacDons of the Higgs with all other fundamental parDcles.  
Since width value depends on Higgs couplings to SM parUcles -> very important to measure it precisely! 
If theory  measurement  new par3cles that also couple to the Higgs? New physics? ≠ ⇒

The Higgs width: a difficult measurement! 10
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 MeVΓSM
H = 4.07

Direct measurement:  
Technique: Scan over invariant mass profile of the Higgs decay 
products, in peak on-shell region. 

Feasibility: Possible for other parUcles with larger width  -  the Z 

boson (  GeV). 

LimitaDon: Restricted by experimental resolu2on 
.

ΓSM
Z = 2.09

ΓH < 1 − 2 GeV

ATLAS-CONF-2020-026

The SM predicts the total Higgs width to be:  

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2725727/files/ATLAS-CONF-2020-026.pdf


Indirect determination of the Higgs width: 11

Interference occurs between processes with the same iniDal and final state parDcles.  
Interference impacts both the total cross-secUon, and the invariant mass line-shape. 
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Across  invariant mass distribuUon can define two regions of interest.  

On-shell: region close to Higgs resonant peak, defined by  

Off-shell: region far from peak of distribuUon, defined as  >> 

mH

s ∼ m2
H

s m2
H

Indirect measurement techniques: 
1. Interferometry (in on-shell region) 
2. Off-shell method

Initial Final 



Off-shell region: [Phys. Rev. D 90, 053003], 
[arXiv:1307.4935v3], [Phys. Rev. D 89, 053011]:  
Combine on-shell and off-shell informaDon. 

- ParUcularly interesUng in HVV (V = W or Z) decays  - 
strongly enhanced at high energies => far from resonant 
mH peak. 
- Off-shell Higgs producDon enhanced at  350 GeV 
because of top-quark loops in ggF.  
- 15% of Higgs cross-secUon is for masses >  due 
to increased phase space of on-shell Z producUon.

∼

∼ 2 × mZ

Indirect determination of the Higgs width: 12

Cross-secUon given the Higgs propagator:  

 σ ∼
g2

prod × g2
decay

(s − m2
H)2 + m2

HΓ2
H
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Off-shell region

Off-shell limit  >> : s m2
H

σoff-shell ∼ g2
prod × g2

decay

On-shell limit:  s ∼ m2
H

σon-shell ∼
g2

prod × g2
decay

ΓH

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.90.053003
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1307.4935.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.89.053011


DeterminaUon of Higgs width,  : 
take raUo between off-shell and on-shell event yields:

ΓH

Indirect determination of the Higgs width: 13

WARNING: Method relies on the couplings cancellaUon.  
- Assumes: on-shell and off-shell couplings are the same, 

despite very different energies.  
- TheoreUcal model dependance not present in on-shell 

only methods.  
- Several BSM effects could de-correlate on- and off-shell 

couplings, e.g. addiUonal Higgs states 
[PhysRevD.92.075038]. 
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Interference effects = sizeable and destrucDve.

Off-shell region
On-
shell

μoff-shell
μon-shell

=
ΓH

ΓSM
Hμon-shell

μoff-shell

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.92.075038


Measurements of the Higgs width from off-shell production: 14

Physics Lebers B 786 (2018) 223–244 

Observed results for the Higgs boson total width:

 MeV @ 95% CLΓH < 14.4

Latest results use 36 ]  of data. 
Measurements use  and  decays. 

−1

H → ZZ* → 4ℓ H → ZZ* → 2ℓ2ν
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On-shell rates from 36 ]  
analysis:  

 
[arXiv:1712.02304] 

−1

μon-shell = 1.280.21
0.19

DiscriminaUng variables: 
 channel:  and DME 

 channel: 
4ℓ m4ℓ
2ℓ2ν mZZ

T

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269318307494?via=ihub
https://arxiv.org/abs/1712.02304


Indirect determination of the Higgs width: 15

Interferometry - on-shell region: [Phys. Rev. Leb. 111, 111802], [Phys. Rev. Leb. 119, 181801], [Phys. Rev. D 86, 073016] 
1. Apparent shis in mass distribuUon (due to anUsymmetric shape effects) 
2. Overall reducUon in the total yield (2%).𝒪

Phys. Rev. Leb. 119, 181801 (2017)

arXiv:1208.1533

Shis  
@ NLO in SM

𝒪(70 MeV)

With the HL-LHC dataset, and subsequent theoreUcal improvements, 
expect bounds on the order of  [CERN-LPCC-2018-04].ΓH ∼ 𝒪(10) × ΓSM

H
Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22

- Measured mass shis is proporUonal to the Higgs boson width:  
- No constraints made on the couplings. 

ΔmH ∝ ΓH /ΓSM
H

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.111.111802
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.181801
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.86.073016
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.181801
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2650162/files/fermilab-pub-19-074-ppd-t.pdf


CP + spin

3. 



The Higgs boson spin and CP quantum numbers: 17

The SM predicts the Higgs to be spin 0 (only SM parUcle), and 
have posiUve parity (CP even):  

Measuring the spin: 
Run I: Evidence for spin 0 nature of the Higgs.  
Spin 1 and 2 hypotheses excluded at > 99.9% CL using , 

, . 

Higgs purely CP-even? Possibility of CP-viola3on in Higgs 
sector? 
Presence of a CP-odd (pseudo-scalar) admixture has not yet 
been excluded.    
Measured CP-odd contribuUon = new physics  

 contribute to the observed baryon asymmetry of the 
universe.

JCP = 0++

H → γγ
H → WW* H → ZZ*

⇒

Phys Leb B 726 (2013) 120-144
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Spin-0, 
CP-even

Spin-0, 
CP-odd

Spin-0, 
CP-even

Spin-1, 
CP-even

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0370269313006527?token=4C8911265C293C210FE66996CEA57EBE1AD0D3433D0BF804FC4FD3B224BADA717B379826E3363C36992C82CE2A438DFE&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220818134746


ℒeff = −
mt

v
{ψ̄tκt [cos(α) + isin(α)γ5] ψt}H

Probing CP properties of the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling: 18

CP properUes of the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling studied directly using Higgs Boson producUon in 
associaUon with top quarks, e.g. top quark pair,  or single top  processes.tt̄H tH

 (> 0) is the top Yukawa 
coupling parameter (=1) for SM
κt

 is the CP mixing angle 
SM: Pure CP-even, =0˚
α

α

 = 125 GeVmH

κt

Latest ATLAS results, using 139 ]  collected at 13 TeV consider  and . −1 H → γγ H → bb̄
Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22

Pure CP-odd 
90˚α = ±

Any other  value  new source of CP violaUon in SM!α →



All measurements are consistent with SM expectaUons. 

Phys. Rev. Leb. 125 (2020) 061802

Probing CP properties of the top-Higgs Yukawa in :H → γγ 19

Pure CP-odd coupling excluded at 3.9   
 Severely constrained! 

Limit set on CP mixing angle: 
 excluded @ 95% CL

σ
→

|α | > 43∘

Measured rates: 

  =  ] 

Assuming a CP-even coupling and constraining all 
non-  Higgs processes to SM predicUons.   

Measured rate for  :

 

σtt̄H × Bγγ 1.64+0.38
−0.36 (stat)+0.17

−0.14 (sys)

tt̄H

tt̄H
1.43+0.33

−0.31 (stat)+0.21
−0.15 (sys) × SMexpectaUon
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https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.061802


Probing CP properties of the top-Higgs Yukawa in :H → bb̄
Channel:  produced in associaUon with top quarks (  or ). 
Target final states where ≥ 1 top decays semi-leptonically to  or . 

H → bb̄ tt̄H tH
e μ

ATLAS-CONF-2022-016

New
20

Values of  and  determined simultaneously 
using a binned profile likelihood fit.  

Pure CP-odd coupling excluded at 1.2   

Best fit values:   CP-mixing angle,                

Best fit values:   Coupling strength 

α κt

σ
α = 11∘+55∘

−77∘

κt = 0.83+0.30
−0.46

CP sensi3ve observable: b4 
exploits enhanced  producUon 
close to beam pipe and in 
opposite direcUons, for CP-odd 

 producUon. 

t

tt̄H

b4 =
pz

1pz
2

| ⃗p1 | | ⃗p2 |

Analysis opUmised for , not the  signal  -> small yield, due to 
destrucUve interference.  
Higgs pT sensiUve to CP  -> exploited by considering boosted region (tH 
enhanced). 

tt̄H( → bb̄) tH
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 = 0º, 
CP-even
α

 = 90º, 
CP-odd
α

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2805772/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-016.pdf


Defining a CP sensitive observable in :H → ττ
Higgs decays to  lepton pairs allow for direct probe of the CP properUes of the Higgs to  Yukawa coupling.  
CP-mixing angle,  informaUon encoded in correlaUons between transverse spin components of  leptons. 

τ τ
ϕτ τ

Shape of  
distribuUon 

under different 
Higgs CP 

hypotheses.

φ*CP

ATLAS-CONF-2022-032

ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-008Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22

New
21

CP sensi3ve observable: acoplanarity angle,  between the decay planes. 

 Constructed based on visible decay products, where method is different for each decay channel.

φ*CP
⇒

For : 
decay plane formed by 
the pion four-
momentum vectors. 

τ± → ρ±ντ → π±π0ντ

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2809728/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-032.pdf
https://atlas.web.cern.ch/Atlas/GROUPS/PHYSICS/PUBNOTES/ATL-PHYS-PUB-2019-008/


Determination of the Higgs CP state in :H → ττ

ATLAS measurement using 139 ]  of data, collected at 13 TeV. 

Observed value of  is: 9 ± 16  

Total uncertainty dominated by sta3s3cal uncertainUes.  
Leading systemaUc uncertainUes:  

- jets (4.3  impact) 
- theory uncertainUes on  (1.5 ) 

UncertainUes on the 𝜏 decay reconstrucUon < 1  on .

−1

ϕτ
∘

∘

H → ττ ∘

∘ ϕτ

Pure CP-odd hypothesis is excluded at 3.4𝜎! 

Compa3ble with the SM expecta3on within the 
measurement uncertain3es.

ATLAS-CONF-2022-032

New
22
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2809728/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-032.pdf


Table 1: Observed and expected 68% and 95% confidence intervals for 3̃ and 2�,̃ . Results for scenarios with the
interference-only (noted as ‘inter. only’) term and interference-plus-quadratic terms (noted as ‘inter.+quad.’) are both
presented. Combined results for 3̃ including the � ! gg analysis are shown. The expected results of � ! gg are
slightly di�erent from Ref. due to the di�erent correlation scheme between their signal region and control region.

68% (exp.) 95% (exp.) 68% (obs.) 95% (obs.)

3̃ (inter. only) [�0.027, 0.027] [�0.055, 0.055] [�0.011, 0.036] [�0.032, 0.059]

3̃ (inter.+quad.) [�0.028, 0.028] [�0.061, 0.060] [�0.010, 0.040] [�0.034, 0.071]

3̃ from � ! gg [�0.038, 0.036] � [�0.090, 0.035] -

Combined 3̃ [�0.022, 0.021] [�0.046, 0.045] [�0.012, 0.030] [�0.034, 0.057]

2�,̃ (inter. only) [�0.48, 0.48] [�0.94, 0.94] [�0.16, 0.64] [�0.53, 1.02]

2�,̃ (inter.+quad.) [�0.48, 0.48] [�0.95, 0.95] [�0.15, 0.67] [�0.55, 1.07]

CP-odd component in 𝐻𝑉𝑉 decays described by adding dim-6 operators to the SM Lagrangian, using an effecUve field 
theory (EFT) approach: 

 

Test CP invariance of the 𝐻𝑉𝑉 coupling  - OpUmal Observable ( ) method: 

|ℳ |2 = |ℳSM |2 + d̃ ⋅ 2Re(ℳ*SMℳCP-odd) + d̃2 ⋅ |ℳCP-odd |2

OO OO = 2 ⋅ Re(ℳ*SM ⋅ ℳCP-odd)/ |ℳSM |2
HVV

CP properties of HVV couplings in VBF :H → γγ
23New

Wilson coefficients mulUplying CP-odd operators describe CP-odd couplings. 

1. HISZ [Phys. Rev. D 48, 2182]: constrain  
2. Warsaw [arXiv:1008.4884v3]: constrain   
All CP-even operator coefficients  zero

d̃
cHW̃

⇒

Results all compa3ble with SM!

CERN-EP-2022-134

Most 
stringent!

Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22
SM: symmetric, and mean = 0.

https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.48.2182
https://arxiv.org/abs/1008.4884
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.02338.pdf


Successful and interesUng 10 years of Higgs properUes 
measurements. 

Combined Run I+II Higgs mass measurement in 
 with precision of 0.14% !  

Higgs width has been constrained to:  
 MeV @ 95% CL 

Pure CP odd Higgs excluded at 3.9  (3.4 ) with  
( ) decays. CP mixing not yet ruled out.  

13.6 TeV collisions started in July 2022.  
Early Run3 analyses have begun. 

Run3 + the HL-LHC will bring very interesDng new results.

H → ZZ* → 4ℓ

ΓH < 14.4

σ σ H → γγ
H → ττ

The future of Higgs measurements:

Full set of public ATLAS results:  
hbps://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/HiggsPublicResults 

More quesUons or comments? 
ashley.ellen.mcdougall@cern.ch

24

1.

2.

3.
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CERN

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/AtlasPublic/HiggsPublicResults
mailto:ashley.ellen.mcdougall@cern.ch


Extra material



Measurements of the Higgs width from off-shell production: 26

Physics Lebers B 786 (2018) 223–244 

Observable of interest in  channel:  transverse mass of 
the ZZ system, :

2ℓ2ν
mZZ

T

Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22

ME-based discriminant used in the 4l 
channel is defined as per XXXX:

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0370269318307494?via=ihub


The Higgs boson spin and CP quantum numbers: 27

Phys Leb B 726 (2013) 120-144

Spin is a property of the particle, where as Charge-Parity (CP) of 
the couplings.


  analysis: sensiUve observable, | | =  polar angular 
distribuUon of the photons in the resonance rest frame, defined by:
H → γγ cosθ*

Spin informaUon can be extracted from the distribuUon of the ab- 
solute value of the cosine of the polar angle  of the photons 
with respect to the z-axis of the Collins–Soper frame [ref]. 

DistribuUons show are background subtracted.  
In this analysis, only J=0 and J=2 hypothesis were considered.  
Normalised to fibed number of signal events. 

θ*
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https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0370269313006527?token=4C8911265C293C210FE66996CEA57EBE1AD0D3433D0BF804FC4FD3B224BADA717B379826E3363C36992C82CE2A438DFE&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20220818134746
https://journals.aps.org/prd/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevD.16.2219


Phys. Rev. Leb. 125 (2020) 061802

Probing CP properties of the top-Higgs Yukawa in :H → γγ 28

-  is sensiUve to the sign of the top Yukawa coupling, as opposed to  
- SensiUvity comes from interference between possible 
  diagrams.  
- Use process to directly exclude  in ATLAS.

tH tt̄H

κt
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https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.061802


Defining a CP sensitive observable: 29

 informaUon encoded in correlaUons between transverse spin components of  leptons (passed down to  
decay products as consequence of parity violaUon in weak interacUons). 

Define CP sensi3ve observable: acoplanarity angle,  between the decay planes. 

 Constructed based on visible decay products, where method is different for each decay channel.

ϕτ τ τ

φ*CP
⇒

ATLAS-CONF-2022-032

Impact parameter method:

-decay plane method:ρ

Combined IP and  method:ρ
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https://cds.cern.ch/record/2809728/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-032.pdf


Table 1: Observed and expected 68% and 95% confidence intervals for 3̃ and 2�,̃ . Results for scenarios with the
interference-only (noted as ‘inter. only’) term and interference-plus-quadratic terms (noted as ‘inter.+quad.’) are both
presented. Combined results for 3̃ including the � ! gg analysis are shown. The expected results of � ! gg are
slightly di�erent from Ref. due to the di�erent correlation scheme between their signal region and control region.

68% (exp.) 95% (exp.) 68% (obs.) 95% (obs.)

3̃ (inter. only) [�0.027, 0.027] [�0.055, 0.055] [�0.011, 0.036] [�0.032, 0.059]

3̃ (inter.+quad.) [�0.028, 0.028] [�0.061, 0.060] [�0.010, 0.040] [�0.034, 0.071]

3̃ from � ! gg [�0.038, 0.036] � [�0.090, 0.035] -

Combined 3̃ [�0.022, 0.021] [�0.046, 0.045] [�0.012, 0.030] [�0.034, 0.057]

2�,̃ (inter. only) [�0.48, 0.48] [�0.94, 0.94] [�0.16, 0.64] [�0.53, 1.02]

2�,̃ (inter.+quad.) [�0.48, 0.48] [�0.95, 0.95] [�0.15, 0.67] [�0.55, 1.07]

Studying CP properties of HVV couplings in VBF :H → γγ
30New

CERN-EP-2022-134

Results are compa3ble with the SM

Ashley McDougall   -  30.08.22

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2208.02338.pdf

